Electronic Health Record for
Community Providers
An Exclusive Offer from
Berkshire Health System powered by Allscripts

If you’ve been waiting to
deploy advanced
healthcare technology at
your practice because of
cost and complexity
barriers, the wait is over.
Now there’s a better way:
Allscripts Enterprise.

Berkshire Experts Prefer Allscripts Enterprise
Benefits at a Glance:
Offline Synchronization
Adaptive Learning
Intelligent Navigation
Template-Free Charting
Easy Customization

Berkshire Health Systems is making significant upgrades and investment to
automate all inpatient and outpatient medical records across our system. Over
the next few years, the way we collect, view, share and manage patient
information will drastically change and improve the efficiency and quality of care
delivered throughout the region.
As part of this effort, we are committed to helping you and all our privatepractice colleagues select the right health care technology solution for your
practice, allowing you to take advantage of the $44,000+ being offered to you
by the federal government.
Berkshire Health Systems conducted a thorough evaluation of the leading
Electronic Health Record (EHR) solutions for private physician practices.
Allscripts and the Allscripts Enterprise solution offered unprecedented features,
implementation, support and physician satisfaction. As a result, we are
convinced that Allscripts and the Allscripts Enterprise integrated EHR, practice
management and claims management solution is the preferred solution for the
Berkshire community.
Allscripts Enterprise EHR is the clinical software solution of choice for multispecialty and specialty practices as well as academic medical centers and
hospital sponsored initiatives. Uniquely designed for the specific needs of
physicians in today’s increasingly interconnected healthcare environment,
Allscripts Enterprise fully empowers and connects organizations clinically,
operationally, and financially.
Allscripts Enterprise is where proven success meets innovation as Allscripts
provides the experience, solutions and, most importantly, the results to help
physicians and your practice thrive.

BHS conducted a thorough
evaluation of the leading Electronic
Health Record (EHR) solutions for
private physician practices. The
team chose Allscripts and Allscripts
Enterprise as the best fit for the
health care system as compared to
the other leading vendors in the
industry.

Experience, Solutions, Results
Allscripts Enterprise is an Electronic Health Record (EHR) and Practice
Management Solution that’s designed to work the way your practice works
while providing the key features you require in a combined healthcare
solution.
Experience
> Industry leadership and blue chip client base of 4,000 clinics and 40,000
physicians
> Huge footprint, perfectly positioned to help community and hospital
organizations penetrate the community market
> Top KLAS ratings across many key categories
Solutions
> Easy to learn and use, fast to deploy, and smart
> Connectivity to patients, payors, other systems, pharmacies, labs, and
medical devices
> Add-on functionality to assist with reporting, patient portals, clinical trial
reporting and medication dispensing
Results
> The solution that pays you back through reduced and extensive P4P
reporting capabilities
> Enhancing quality of care through CareGuides and robust patient
population management (CQS)
> Easiest claims management available. Higher first-pass yield, with easy
review and corrections prior to submission.

“Interoperability will bind
together a wide network
of real-time, life-critical
data that not only
transform but become
health care.”
David J. Braile

INFORMATION ABOUT BERKSHIRE HEALTH SYSTEMS
Berkshire Provides a Path towards Meaningful Use Physicians can qualify for $44,000+
in Healthcare IT incentives by implementing Allscripts Enterprise today. We pledge to
continuously improve and to collaborate with other outstanding health care providers, so
that we may be a trusted source for health and wellness services, bringing our care to
members of our community, right where they live.
FIND OUT MORE...
Visit www.berkshirehealthsystems.org/ehr to learn more about these exclusive
Berkshire incentives today.

In addition to HIE solutions,
Allscripts offers award-winning EHR
solutions designed to meet the
different needs of practices of all
sizes and specialties.

We want to make it easier for you to provide care that is always safe, results in the
best possible outcomes and meets patient expectations.

*Information included in this brochure is for reference only and does not constitute a binding offer or
agreement between Berkshire Health Systems or Allscripts and any person or entity. Any subsidies,
incentives or donations provided by Berkshire Health Systems shall be subject to availability and/or
regulatory requirements.

